Accessories

Abundant accessory storage
Easily keep phones, keys, mice and other accessories organized and
close-at-hand thanks to the dedicated accessory compartment.
Additional features include a key fob, zippered mesh pocket, stylus/
pen holders, business card slots and flash drive holders. Dual outer side
stretch-mesh pockets accommodate larger items like water bottles or
travel umbrellas.

Durable, lightweight construction
The Dell Premier Backpack features durable exterior body fabrics with
extra reinforcements in key high-wear zones and reflective accents

Dell Premier Backpack (M)

for increased visibility in dimly lit parking garages or city crosswalks.
Oversized zippers will withstand the demands of heavy commutes
and everyday use. Exterior compression straps help to stabilize your

The ultimate backpack for mobile
professionals
The Dell Premier Backpack was designed as a mobile office for
professionals looking for a streamlined, secure way to transport
a notebook, tablet and accessories and stay as productive onthe-go as they are in the office. The backpack’s multiple storage
pockets keep documents and accessories organized, while
its dedicated notebook and tablet compartments keep your
electronic devices safe and protected.

contents and an elasticized chest-strap keeps your bag in place.

Fits Dell 15.6-inch notebooks
The backpack fits most notebooks with screen sizes up to 15.6 inches
and is compatible with XPS, Latitude, Precision and Inspiron series
laptops and Venue and Latitude tablets.

Travel ready
The Premier Backpack features a TSA Checkpoint-Friendly design that
can help you save time at the airport by passing through security without
the need to remove your notebook as well as keep your hardware safe
from damage. A rear luggage handle pass-through allows you to secure
the backpack atop wheeled luggage for convenient access as well as
taking the weight off your shoulders while running to your next gate.
The padded backpanel with 3-D airmesh also helps keeps your back
cool and comfortable while underway.

Convenient in-bag charging
An internal pocket is designed for the Dell Power Companion (sold
separately) that allows you to charge your laptop, tablet or phone while
on-the-go, without taking it out of the bag.

Padded compartments keep your devices safe
Rest assured your Dell notebook is safe and secure thanks to the
dedicated fleece-lined laptop compartment featuring a patented
neoprene suspension sling construction that provides superior
protection against accidental impact. An additional fleece-lined, padded
tablet sleeve provides protection for your Dell tablet and helps keep
your tablet’s screen scuff- and scratch-free.

Tech Specs
Quick Specs
Product Type

Notebook carrying backpack

Product Material

Fabric

Notebook Compatibility

15.6”

Features

Zippered, reflective elements, internal
pockets

Carrying Strap

Hand grip, shoulder carrying straps

Checkpoint Friendly

Yes

Additional Compartments

Cellular phone, documents, mouse,
keys, 2x water bottle pockets, notebook
accessories, tablet

